
                                                                                                                                                           

Description       www.encapstore.com 
Easily the best INK, Soil Filtration Line and general spot remover on the planet. Its highly sophisticated 
formula removes black filtration lines from carpet edges, under doors, along stairs, around heating/air 
conditioning vents, etc. It makes childs’ play out of removing ink. 

It is also no less than fantastic for removing toner, grease, tar, lipstick, mascara, magic marker, and 
much, much more. It is even a very effective non-acidic rust remover. 

Makes a wonderful booster for presprays and encap products. 

Application/Directions 

In an inconspicuous area, test all carpeting or fabric for color fastness before applying this or any 
cleaning product. 

AS A SPOTTER: Generously apply to spot/stain, agitate and extract with HWE or apply, agitate and 
blot with spotting towel until spot/stain is removed. Repeat as necessary. 

In the case of Ink, if a slight bluish or blackish tinge remains apply RED VANISH to remove. For natural 
fibers such as cotton or wool mix 1 part product to 2 parts water. 

It is always best to extract most spotting products after use, but this product will not leave a dirt 
attracting residue if you fail to do so. 

AS A BOOSTER: Add 1 - 2 oz per gallon to your prespray or encap solution to experience a substantial 
cleaning boost. 

See product label and MSDS for additional information and instructions 

Benefits 
 Greatly reduces the number of spotters needed on the job. 
 Removes more spots and stains than any other product on the market.  
 Minimal spreading when removing ink.  
 Pleasant fragrance. 
 No dirt attracting residue! 

Dilution Ratios and other Information 
• For spotting, use undiluted on synthetic fibers, but can be diluted 1:2 with water for natural fibers  
   & general spotting. 
• pH.....................................9.0 - 9.5 (undiluted) 
• Stability............................. Freeze-Thaw Stable 
• Packaging.............................Pints, Quarts and Gallon bottles (4 per case) 


